Differing effects of staurosporine and UCN-01 on RB protein phosphorylation and expression of lung cancer cell lines.
The retinoblastoma gene product (RB protein) plays a key role in the progression of the cell cycle from G1 to S phase in normal and neoplastic cells. The activity of RB is regulated by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation with cell-cycle-dependent protein kinases. We investigated the effect of the protein kinase inhibitors, staurosporine and 7-hydroxy-staurosporine (UCN-01), on RB protein expression of N417 small cell lung cancer cells (absent RB), H209 small cell lung cancer cells (mutant RB), and Ma-31 non-small cell lung cancer cells (wild-type RB), using immunologic blotting. Staurosporine and UCN-01 each suppressed the growth of N417, H209 and Ma-31 cells in a dose-dependent manner in MTT assay. IC50 values of staurosporine for N417, H209 and Ma-31 cells were 54, 29 and 602 nM, respectively. IC50 values of UCN-01 for N417, H209 and Ma-31 cells were 737, 181 and 2,197 nM, respectively. Exposure to staurosporine and UCN-01 for 72 h each suppressed the level of expression and altered the ratio of phosphorylated/dephosphorylated RB protein (ppRB/pRB) of Ma-31 cells. Conversely, these agents increased the expression level of RB protein at concentrations less than IC50, and did not change phosphorylation status of mutant RB protein of H209 cells at the concentrations studied. A time course study demonstrated that exposure to the IC50 concentration of staurosporine for 48-72 h increased the ratio of ppRB/ pRB of Ma-31 cells, while exposure to the IC50 concentration of UCN-01 decreased that ratio. UCN-01 increased % cells in G2 + M phase and decreased % cells in S phase, while staurosporine increased % cells in G1 phase and decreased % cells in G2 + M phase. UCN-01 did not induce apoptosis (DNA content < 2 N) of Ma-31 cells, but staurosporine induced it. These findings suggest that the differing effects of staurosporine and UCN-01 on RB protein expression and cell cycle phases of lung cancer cells may explain their differing in vivo antitumor effect of staurosporine and UCN-01 despite their similar chemical structures.